Have You Heard the One About the Farmer’s Daughter?

Gender-bias in the Intergenerational Transfer of Farm Land on the Canadian Prairies
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Les fermes dans les prairies canadiennes sont légées traditionnellement de père en fils afin d’en assurer la viabilité. Ce transfert intergénérationnel limite l’accès aux filles de ces agriculteurs surtout quand elles désirent agir indépendamment dans leur communauté. Cet article explore cette discrimination et examine la construction d’une fiducie comme un moyen de redresser cette injustice.

In Canadian rural culture, the “farmer’s daughter” joke has been around forever. Predictable and formulaic in nature, these jokes are not sophisticated—the plot involves the seduction of the daughter by the stranger/traveling salesman while the humour is interjected when it turns out that the father, and perhaps the daughter herself, has manipulated the stranger into marriage. The father is seen to be successful in turning the tables on the young man.

Why would anyone find this funny? Looking at the nature of jokes, the act of telling a joke tests if the audience displays the shared knowledge or social values imparted by the joke. The farmer’s daughter joke would not be funny if one did not share certain perceptions of the farmer and his daughter. Humour is found in the incongruity of the expected result and the punch line in the joke—we laugh at the unexpected. The underlying subtext is, however, that the daughter must rely on her cunning, physical attractiveness, and manipulative father to “trap” a husband and thereby secure her economic future. All of these jokes are premised on the idea that there is a need to marry off the daughter so she is no longer a burden on the farm’s economic viability.

Jokes such as these are a manifestation of the powerlessness of the farmer’s daughter in much of Canadian rural culture. On the prairies, farmland is often one of the few means by which to earn a livelihood as well as the largest family-held asset. Farm property is traditionally passed from father to son, often leaving a farmer’s daughter with few resources. In Radchenko v. Radchenko the court acknowledged that if farmers’ daughters brought any assets at all into the marriage, they were usually few and tended to be consumable when it recognized that this “story is a typical one: the wife brought to the marriage a cow and a heifer.” This pre-marital economic disparity has far-reaching implications for farm women.

In the rural, male-dominated and often traditional environment, the farmer’s daughter is particularly vulnerable. It is this pervasive lack of opportunity that one acknowledges, subconsciously or not, in finding humour in the farmer’s daughter joke. This article will explore how traditional property rights, gender-specific property transfer/inheritance practices, and a patriarchal culture have come together on the Canadian prairies to create a systemic gendered disempowerment of women in general and farmers’ daughters in particular.

Acquiring property rights is a particularly important human rights issue because without property rights, individuals are unable to effectively exercise other human rights. Inequality in land ownership is a major hindrance in correcting internationally recognized problems women face such as generally inferior economic status. Typically, Canada is not perceived as a country where such infringements exist. There are no formal legal restrictions to women acquiring property in Canada, in part due to legal and political recognition in the first few decades of the twentieth century and subsequent legislative changes. Law reform, however, does not operate in a vacuum independent of the various social relations, and patriarchy is one such set of relations.

The material base of patriarchy involves, in part, men’s control over women’s access to means of livelihood. This control is maintained through an economic dependence on males, i.e., by restricting access to productive resources or subsistence activities.

On the Canadian prairies, the patriarchal power base is
closely connected to the male-dominated ownership of the primary resource, farmland, and the resulting opportunities for income generation. Without equal property rights, such opportunities are severely restricted in rural locations.15

It is not an uncommon assumption, that the son will inherit or take over his father’s farming enterprise. This assumption resonates in the various materials available to assist the aging farmer in developing an intra-family succession plan; focusing heavily on the son or sons as the identified potential successors to the family farm.16 In a study of Canadian farming operations, it was found that “farm families still look to their male children to take over the farm operation.”17 Canadian farm succession is thus a gender discriminatory process historically designed by men for the benefit of men.18

The development of Canada’s parochial property transfer regime is historically founded in feudalism, aristocracy, and the British common law doctrine. In the British system, primogeniture19 was seen to be an essential virtue at the heart of the nation’s life. The well-being of agriculture, the stability and good sense of English political life, the very British constitution, were claimed to be dependent upon it.20

The concept of primogeniture and the desire for maintenance of an intact and economically viable farm infuses much of the social fabric of the modern farming community. Members of the farm family often have deep emotional commitment to the type of life represented on the family farm. Rural parents feel farm life contributes to emotional stability, personal integrity, and domestic tranquility, with the focus on ensuring prosperity and maintaining the farm as a unit at the heart of any family farm operation.21 All effort centers on the farm and so by extension, it becomes all about the father, the son or the brother.22 Anyone who does not share in this goal or in any way interrupts a smooth land transfer risks alienation from both their family and their community.23

Many farm people have life-long ties with their family, friends, and community. There is an “intimate connection with land, animals, neighbours, communities, and spirituality that have been the tradition of family farming.”24 Intimately intertwined in this sense of history and community is the almost palpable connection with the land. There is a link between the physical environment and the rural lifestyle, and rural residents feel protective towards both.25 The idea of stewardship, maintaining and improving the land in an effort to ensure the survival and prosperity of the next generation, is a central and pervasive attitude in rural farming.

Families in agriculture form the bedrock of modern agriculture because of the heritage of farming skills and knowledge being passed on from one generation to the next, along with the opportunity to farm. Farming requires tremendous commitment to work and long term goals, a socialization to a way of life, an asset base of land and machinery that is usually intact because of family inheritance and intergenerational co-operation.26

The patriarchal tradition of transferring the land to the younger males has been viewed as the primary method by which to ensure the family farm is passed on to subsequent generations.

In Canada, according to both the 2001 and the 1996 Census, 98 per cent of Canadian farms are family-operated businesses. Despite policy issues favouring the preservation of the family farm,22 the number of farms has declined significantly in Canada over the last two decades. We are seeing larger farms29 run by fewer and fewer farmers.29 With the increase in average acreage, there has been a parallel rise in the average value of the farm as well.30 Although many Canadians hold an idealistic and romanticized picture of the simplistic farm, the reality is that farming in the Canadian Prairies is much less of a lifestyle and should be compared more accurately with big business.31 For the most part, these parcels of farmland are held and controlled by men.32

Farm women are in many respects excluded from taking on the role of economic actor in an occupation of considerable importance.

Traditionally, Canadian culture has been reticent to recognize women as farmers in their own right. Agriculture in Canada is regarded as a male domain, where farmers and farm labourers are commonly presumed to be male,33 resulting in women’s and girl’s work in primary agriculture being overlooked and minimized.34 In order to survive, people who are not economic actors must attach themselves to people who are. In that situation, it is difficult, if not impossible, for a woman to exercise any right in a way that risks estranging her from that farmer, be he her father or her spouse.35 This reality keeps rural farm women and girls in inferior positions within marriages, families, and society.

It was not until 1991 that the Canadian Census of Agriculture recognized up to three operators per farm.36 Before this, women were recognized as farmers’ wives: they were not able to adopt the title of farm operator while a male held or shared title to the farmland.37 The 1991 Canadian Census change provided for a more comprehensive profile of the women involved in Canadian agri-
For most women on the Canadian Prairies, if they want to farm, the majority of farmers’ daughters still have to marry a farmer to achieve this goal.

Second identifiable gender discrimination occurs in situations where none of the younger generation have an interest in farming the land, but the land is still passed only to the males in the family. In this situation, the son(s)’ only intention is to liquidate the farmland and benefit financially from the sale. The third situation involves the division of matrimonial assets at the time of marriage breakdown. Each of these situations will be explored and I will suggest one potential remedy.

The first scenario: that of the unmarried single farmwoman and the agriculturally disinterested male sibling suggests a more nuanced and certainly less transparent layering of discrimination. To understand the layering of the discrimination, one has to appreciate some of the unstated influences at play. For the most part, in the traditional rural communities, young women who wish to remain in their rural location aspire to marry and have their own family farm where they will work alongside their spouse. Occasionally, a widow will carry on farming the land following the death of her spouse, but it is unusual for a young unmarried woman to farm independently or in partnership with her parents or brother. To make this choice would be seen as highly unusual and would certainly come up at the local coffee shop as a topic of conversation amongst the local farmers. Were a young man to choose to farm alone, or in partnership with his parents, this would not raise the same line of inquiry.

Grounded in the traditional arguments supporting transfer to the male child as a means to ensure the ongoing economic viability of the family farm, this refusal to acknowledge the child who is committed to farming and maintaining the economic viability of the family farm and instead transfer land to an disinterested male child makes no sense. It only makes sense if one shares in the belief that the farmwoman is inadequate or unable in some way to act as a steward of the land.

The second scenario involves land that is or will be put up for sale as none of the younger generation have expressed interest or been able to maintain an economically viable farm operation, leaving no family member to transfer the farmland to. It makes no equitable sense to transfer the farmland to only the male members of the younger generation. In these cases, the liquidation of the family farm is a foreseeable reality resulting in the inheritance and transfer decisions being effectively the distribution of cash assets.

Here there remains an illogical refusal to distribute either farmland, or the proceeds from the sale of this land, to the farmers’ daughters. Current research has noted that keeping the farm in the family is more important to men than to women, suggesting this is connected to the asset transfer to the males. The younger males have more to lose if gender equity were to influence land transfer arrangements.

The fact remains that for most women on the Canadian Prairies, if they want to farm, the majority of farmers’ daughters still have to marry a farmer to achieve this goal. Although marriage often provides the farmer’s daughter with an opportunity to remain in the community of her birth as well as a means by which to actively participate in a farming operation, it is clearly not a means by which to end the gendered economic disparity. It is here, in marriage, that we see further erosion of the farmwoman’s economic independence, which is most clearly evident in the event of a marriage breakdown. Despite considerable focus and attempts at reform, the matrimonial property regime continues to function in a manner that is patriarchal in nature. Since traditional marriage roles typically meant that the property was usually paid for by the husband and taken in his name, at marriage breakdown the non-titled spouse often had no legal entitlement to the property. In order to mitigate the harshness of this result the courts attempted to fashion a more equitable remedy through the application of the resulting and “constructive trust.” The resulting and constructive trust is a legal fabrication designed to correct blatant legal inequities that have allowed one party to essentially get something for nothing, while the deserving party is left with little or nothing.

Through the application of a resulting trust analysis, a property interest of a non-titled spouse could be recognized based on a direct contribution to the purchase price of the farm or a more indirect contribution such as paying for household expenses. This all changed in 1975. Although the labour of the non-titled spouse may have contributed to the maintenance and enhancement of the land, if the property was acquired by a spouse before marriage, by gift or inheritance from a third party, it was exempted unless it was intended as a gift to both parties. Analysis of these inheritances or gifts shows that these were primarily from the husband’s family. Jean Keet
analyzes how divisions of the pool of assets, third party contribution, capital base, and tax liability are all related to the ownership of real property, land in particular, and all have been used as justification for awarding a less than half share of the available matrimonial property to the wife. Consequently, the economic disparity between the spouses that existed before the marriage continued to influence the operation of the 1980 *Matrimonial Property Act*. The Saskatchewan Law Reform Commission was struck and in 1985, amid considerable controversy, it adopted certain reforms. One of these was a change to the treatment of increases in property value due to market forces or inflation. The reform was to share the inflationary increases only where the marriage was long.

This “reform” was seen as contributing to the non-property-owning spouse being left with little property ... aggravating the “injustice” occurring where capital assets were predominately transferred from father to son ... the bias in favour of property-owning farm husbands revealed in the operation and previous judicial interpretation of the 1980 Act was thereby entrenched in the new legislation.

It seems, at least in Saskatchewan, that a farmwoman often has no access to becoming her own economic actor even if she does marry a farmer. At marriage breakdown the division of assets under the Saskatchewan legislation is often inequitable and implemented in a manner that clearly intends to preserve farms and protect the livelihoods of the husbands.

While this legislative “reform” was underway, the Supreme Court was developing the use of the principle of unjust enrichment and the remedy of constructive trust in property disputes of this nature. Unjust enrichment is recognized where

\[ \text{[1]} \text{the requirements needed to establish unjust enrichment, the principle lying at the heart of the constructive trust, were: an enrichment, a corresponding deprivation and the absence of any [legal] reason for the enrichment.} \]

This remedy has been analyzed extensively by the courts in matrimonial and quasi-matrimonial cases where the application of a constructive trust can remedy this unjust enrichment. Kim Korven has posited that a constructive trust hybrid may “potentially be extended to protect the rights of farm ‘children,’ both minors and adults, who are working on their parents’ farm with expectations of acquiring interests in the operations.”

In order to apply an equitable remedy, one must look at how the court has recognized unjust enrichment as a cause of action and the remedial constructive trust as an appropriate legal instrument for resolving land transfer inequity between sons and daughters. On the farm, all family members contribute to the farming operation while only one member, typically the father, receives all the farm income and has title to the farm property. This contribution to the preservation or improvement of the property is legally recognized as a means of enriching the titled farm owner. When a child is a minor and working on the farm, the tasks are part of their training or apprenticeship, a means by which farming knowledge is passed on to the younger generation. The kind of work farmers’ daughters are allowed to do depends largely on what kind of work their families see as appropriate for girls. With farmers’ daughters there is often a lack of encouragement and hence lack of education about farming, creating a major obstacle to women attempting to enter the agricultural industry.

Traditionally, parents expect that one of their children will farm the land that may have been in their family for generations. While farm children are minors, they do not control the extent of their involvement in farm operations; farm work is usually a fact of life which pre-dates adolescence. In a survey of agricultural youth work, when discussing the range of tasks they were involved in, farm youth explained that “the work on the farm needs to be done, and they will do it with or without being told by their parents.” Detailed analysis suggested that sons are “more frequently taught by their fathers to operate vehicles and large machinery and are usually considered to be more interested in field work than female youths.” At the same time, both male and female youth spent approximately the same number of hours per day on livestock chores. As traditional gender roles suggest, daughters spend significantly more time on household domestic tasks than do farm sons. There was no significant difference in the amount of time farm sons and daughters spent each day on all types of work, although when compared with youth in the general population, farm youth spend about 2.7 hours more per day on all work. Farming is not an easy life.

It is clear that the experiences of farm children are similar to those of the farm women whose cases shaped the development of the constructive trust doctrine, making it possible for farmers’ daughters to satisfy the requirements for unjust enrichment and a constructive trust remedy. Farmers’ daughters direct their activities and contributions to property owned by another family member, creating a causal connection or “clear link” between

---

**If daughters want to farm independently and choose to raise a legal claim to this right, they risk being alienated and ostracized by their community and family.**
her contributions and the enrichment of the property held by her parents.

The Supreme Court has held that a constructive trust is retroactive, therefore the unjust enrichment may date from the time that the daughter was a minor; she may obtain a proprietary interest in the farm by meeting the requirements of unjust enrichment and constructive trust in her mid- to late-20s.63

Clearly the application of a constructive trust analysis is not without potential disappointments. The court may be hesitant to interfere with the distribution of domestic duties and work tasks, so long as the relationship is healthy, given the nature of the family relationship and the recognition accorded to the supremacy of parental authority. Secondly, although there has been some quantitative analysis of the work done by farm children, the court may wish to see documentation of contributions of the child before such a claim is recognized. A further problem may be found where a daughter dates her claim from childhood, as there are no objective guidelines for what constitutes unjust enrichment in such a situation. The claimant must establish that her labour, however typical it might be, enriched her titled parent or her brother(s) and caused her to suffer a deprivation because she has not attained a proprietary interest in the farm.64

The final element that the daughter has to establish is the lack of juristic justification—the most difficult hurdle to clear. Katy Bennett acknowledges that, disconcertingly, “women are apparently defensive and protective of cultures and traditions riddled with patriarchal gender relations that oppress them both.”65 To clear this barrier, the court must affirmatively answer, “the specific question of whether the claimant reasonably expected to receive an actual interest in the property and whether the respondent was or reasonably ought to have been cognizant of that expectation.”66 Korven states:

One expects that a child will take control of the farm when her parents retire. People assume that the child is male; therefore, a court may be unwilling to believe that the female claimant’s expectation of obtaining a proprietary interest was reasonable. Correspondingly, a court may be unwilling to recognize that the claimant’s parents could reasonably be expected to be cognizant of their daughter’s expectations.67

The argument has come full circle. Discrimination exists in a patriarchal society, empowering farmer’s sons at the expense of the daughters, and of the few remedies available, the application of a constructive trust may not be applicable. In order to be able to use it, you have to show there was an expectation of an equally shared farmland title, regardless of gender. Generations of farm women have always known that there would never be anything on the farm for them and have recognized that their labour only benefits the property interests of their brothers. Generations of farmers’ daughters continue to accept this reality, making the application of this remedy difficult, if not impossible. Many farmers’ daughters have been raised knowing there was never going to be land left in their name and therefore the application of this “manmade” remedy is weakened.

The Supreme Court has applied a constructive trust remedy in the recognition of the farm women’s contributions that have benefited their titled spouse where the women have suffered a corresponding deprivation. The work that farm women have contributed to the farming operation is no different, in many situations, from those contributions made by their daughters. “Farm work is extensive and deserves the recognition accorded it through a proprietary remedy such as the constructive trust if the relationship terminates.”68 As with the farmwoman’s labour and financial contributions to the family farm operations, the children’s work is often essential to the farm’s viability.

In an environment that consistently devalues the contributions of farm women, this remedy may be difficult to apply successfully. There are few other alternatives. If daughters want to farm independently and choose to raise a legal claim to this right, they risk being alienated and ostracized by their community and family. Should they not choose to go this route they have few economic or career options but to leave the farm, their community and a way of life that is all many have ever known.69 Their male sibling is often gifted with the farm and the economic opportunity it brings, a way to remain in their community with the friends and family they have known all their lives and the recognition by their parents of their “right” to carry on the family operation. Both children have worked on the farm throughout their childhood, adolescence and into young adulthood. Only the contributions of one are recognized and compensated. It is, as one farmwoman succinctly put it “a really hard pickle” for many a farmer’s daughter.70 Many farmers’ daughters are leaving with little more than their forbearers—“a cow and a heifer.”71 Not wanting to alienate themselves from family and friends, farmers’ daughters opt to make their own way. Debra Marquart recognizes this in her poetry:

And so agriculture sustains itself and is sustained. Section lines weave and criss-cross at every turning… …Farmers do not mean to be so possessive; they’re just punctuated that way. And farmer’s daughters must struggle against the powerful apostrophes of their fathers. They must drive away some spring morning, hands planted firmly on the wheel, convinced they will never look back.72

It is within the acceptance that “what will be, will be” and the impotence that the farmer’s daughter experiences, that an impetus for change is born. This empowerment has been named “conscientization”—the taking control
of one's own life and developing an understanding of the social, religious, and cultural restrictions that limit one's potential for personal development. These women, in opting to leave the farm, indicate and affirm that they have the strength to stand-alone. "It is learning how to stand alone, unpopular and sometime reviled, and how to make common cause with those others identified as outside the structures of order to define and seek a world in which we can all flourish." This may come as farm women are empowered, much as they were by their public outcry following the Murdoch decision, and chose to demand their share of their farm. Farmers' daughters must look beyond their fathers and their brothers for the approval, support, and strength to challenge the patriarchal structures found on the Prairie farm.

As a farmer's daughter myself, I found that much of this research resonated for me. Originally from the prairies, I left to pursue other challenges many years ago—but Saskatchewan will always be in my blood. While completing my LL.B. at the University of Ottawa, Prof. Elizabeth Sheehy in her "Law and Society: Women and the Legal Profession" course led me to write this article. My personal views and those of the women interviewed inspired me to seek to have this paper published and be heard. Presently working on my Master of Laws degree, I am also articulating with a labour and employment boutique law (Union side)—trying to "fight the good fight".

1It has even been the focus of psychological study. See E. K. Clowes, "Oedipal Themes in Latency. Analysis of the 'Farmer's Daughter' Joke" (1996) 51 Psychoanalytic Study of the Child 436.


3There are many farmers' daughter's jokes that have been told and re-told for many years. Most rural Canadians would have experience with the predictable nature of these jokes. Although there is a considerable range in the explicitness of the jokes themselves, they are all very formulaic. See Joke Archive, online at <http://www.evula.com/jokes/farmers_daughter.html>.

4There is also a line of thought that suggests that jokes are intimately concerned with competition. See G. Cook, Language Play, Language Learning (Cary, N.C.: Oxford University Press, 2000).
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12Canadians experience one of the highest standards of living anywhere in the world. The United Nations ranked Canada fourth on its Human Development Index in 2004. Canada has established a reputation for outstanding living conditions, earning the UN's top ranking for seven consecutive years, from 1994 to 2000. The country's standard of living, health care system, educational attainment, housing, cultural and recreational facilities, level of public safety and tourist opportunities are all of an exceptionally high quality. See, United Nations, Human Development Report 2004 Cultural Liberty in Today's Diverse World (New York: United Nations Development Programme, 2004).

13As with much of the Canadian prairies in Saskatchewan The Married Woman's Property Act, S.S. 1907, c. C-18 was amended in March of 1975 to allow almost complete judicial discretion in determining the division of married persons' property with legislative changes introduced by An Act to Amend the Married Women's Property Act, S.S. 1974-75, c. 29, s. 22. See also Albie Sachs and Joan Hoff Wilson, Sexism and the Law (Oxford: Martin Robertson, 1978) 4-40.


15The Canadian Government recognized that one of the biggest hindrances to women in small businesses has been access to financing. See, Heritage Canada, Human Rights...
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28 In 2001, the average farm size was 675 acres, continuing to increase from what it was in both 1996, where the average farm size was about 608 acres, and also larger than the average 499 acres 20 years earlier in 1976. In Saskatchewan, the reported average farm size was considerably larger at 1,152 acres in 1996 and continued to increase to 1,283 acres in 2001. See Canadian Federation of Agriculture, The Canadian Farm (Ottawa: Canadian Federation of Agriculture, 2004) online: Canadian Federation of Agriculture <http://www.cfa-fca.ca/english/agriculture_in_canada/farm_structure_and_finance.html> [Canadian Farm]; See also Statistics Canada, Agriculture 2001 Census Farm Data: Initial Releases, online: Statistics Canada <http://www.statcan.ca/a/english/freepub/95FO301/XIE/tables/pdf/table1can.pdf> at 1 and 9.

29 The average Canadian farm is 35 per cent larger than it was 25 years ago. Ibid.

30 With the range of farm land valued at between $330 to $4,600 per acre, depending on the location and many other factors, the average farm in Canada can be valued at between $200,640 to $2,796,800. Although the assessed value is broad and impacted by numerous factors, it is clear that even at the low end the average farm would be viewed as a considerable financial asset to most Canadians. Ibid.

Ibid. noting that “[f]arming has become a business that requires, in addition to more traditional agricultural skills, a working knowledge of computer and other high-tech equipment. According to the 1996 census, more than 21 per cent of Canadian farm households own one or more personal computers. Over the last two decades, a positive shift in the level of education of farm operators can be seen. In general, the trend to higher education being observed in Canadian society is also obvious in the farm community.” However farming family annual income remains below the average non-farm family income confirmed in the same publication above stating: “In 1995, the last year for which figures are available, the average farm family’s annual income was $53,435. In comparison, the average non-farm family’s income in 1995 was $55,247. This is a difference of 3.3 per cent.” More recently, although not directly comparable to the 1995 data, Statistics Canada has released the average total income for farm families in 2002 at $74,914.00. See Statistics on Income for Farm Families, Online: Statistics Canada <http://www.statscan.ca/english/freepub/21-207-xie/2006000/part1.htm>.

32 Based on the 2001 Census of Agriculture, 73.7 per cent of all farm operators in Canada were male while in the Province of Saskatchewan this number was slightly higher were 77.7 of the farm operators were male. See, Statistics Canada, 2001 Census of Agriculture, online: Statistics Canada <http://www.statcan.ca/english/Pgdb/agrc.18i1.htm>. It is worth noting that the province with the largest average acreage for a farm also has a higher than national average ratio of male farm operators.
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